The GrandTour Story

Our journey is steeped in the 18th-century tradition of the “Grand Tour,” a thrilling period of change, introspection, and cultural activity in Italy that inspired many artists to reinterpret the Classics in new ways, hence the discerning, time-unbound.

Upon their return home, the Grand Tour travelers sought souvenirs (li – reindeer) depicting the Italian art, landscapes, and history that had inspired them.

The Future

Let’s continue this voyage of discovery, this Grand Tour, together — a never-ending trip through Italian art and culture, of interest to all those in search of beauty, inspiration, authenticity, and meaning.

So too, the jewelry of the GrandTour Collection draws upon this same deep well of meaningful symbols from classical art and Roman antiquity.

And yet, debido McIntyre and Roberto Benvenuti, third generation of a family of craftsmen and silversmiths in Rome, are interpreting this ongoing journey through history, art, and culture — their collection of fine jewelry and accessories is a dazzling tribute, inspired to generate the same joy that inspired the Grand Tour travelers centuries ago.